
Charlie 1.50 pistol - cal. 50 rubber balls
https://www.sport-attitude.com/en/produit-18775-Charlie-1.50-pistol-cal.-50-rubber-balls

SKU Designation French Law Caliber Shots Energy (J) Barrel (cm) Length (cm) Weight (g) MSRP

AD816 CLTL Charlie 1.50 D .50 Air  5  16  16  25  1160  185.00 € incl. tax

16 joule defense pistol with super powerful rubber bullets
The Charlie 1.50 pistol is a high-power self-defense weapon (16 joules) with an imposing appearance. With
its metal slide and barrel, the weapon is heavy and comfortable in the hand like a real pistol.

Its semi-automatic operation and its impactable CO2 tank for immediate use make it a defense weapon that is
always ready and modular thanks to its 2 5-round magazines.

Its 2 chargers allow you to modulate your response in the event of attack:

1 charger with pure rubber balls, softer and therefore less painful.
1 charger with rubber balls loaded with metal particles, heavier and harder, for maximum effect on the
attacker.
The removable magazine can be changed in an instant by pulling down the ambidextrous magazine
catch located under the barrel.

Power is provided by a 12g CO2 cartridge located in the handle (delivered without sparclettes).

The new cartridge can be hit suddenly at the bottom of the stock in an emergency.
Rubber projectiles for defense (do not use Steel projectiles)
Load indicator on the rear of the slide showing that the cartridge is impacted and the weapon is ready
to fire.

Delivered with 2 5-round magazines, barrel cleaning swab and instructions in French, English, Italian,
Spanish and German.

Technical informations :

The CO2 cartridge is installed head down in the butt of the gun.
To remove the cartridge, pull the sole downwards and unscrew. Then put a cartridge back in and screw
it in all the way.
The CO2 cartridge remains intact and under pressure until it is struck by a blow on the sole of the
handle when the weapon is needed.
The percussion mechanism is entirely metallic and particularly resistant.
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It is possible to fire several magazines (sold as an option) with a 12g CO 2 cartridge.
The Charlie gun only uses spherical balls (not compatible with plastic-skirted steel balls).
Delivered without CO2 sparklets, to be purchased as an option.

 

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


